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FROM THE EDITOR

Every mid-November it’s time for our team to 
quarrel about the best products of the year. 
The result is our December issue, which is 

jam-packed with Top 5s, including the best tablets, 
smartphones, games and tech news of the 
year. I hope you agree with some of our 
choices, but I’m also looking forward to 
those asking us “What were you smoking?” 
when we ranked the LG G2 higher than the 
Samsung S4.  

My years in tech have started to blend together and 
the news stories and products are getting muddled 
up. Two things during the year stand out though. 
During September I lost a few weeks due to the fact 
that I managed to subscribe to Netflix. $8 a month 
means I have a quick and easy way to stream 
movies and series when I want, although 
these days my selection has stagnated 
on Family Guy. I’m seeing and hearing 
from more and more people locally who 
do this, which can only mean trouble for 
the already ailing DVD rental shops, and 
maybe down the line, pay-TV subscription 
(although its sport offerings remain unbeaten). 
 
On a more serious note, the revelations 
of Edward Snowden regarding the Na-
tional Security Agency’s massive online 
surveillance have left me shaken. The  
father of the internet, Sir Tim Berners-Lee, 
said it best when he commented:  
“Unwarranted government surveillance  
is an intrusion on basic human rights 
that threatens the very foundations 
of a democratic society.” This is of 
course true, pointing to the fact that, 
as others have said, some people 
in power read 1984 as an instruction 
manual, not as a warning.  

Live long and prosper,
Mike (michael@techsmart.co.za)
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Q+A with TechSmart cover 
model Courtney Abrahams 

Q: How long have you been modelling?

A: About three years now.

Q: Favourite comic book hero?

A: Iron Man. 

Q: Favourite comic book movie?

A: The Avengers. 

Q: Console or PC?

A: Console.

Q: Favourite game ever?

A: Need for Speed. I love racing games. 

Q: Favourite gadgets?

A: My cellphone – a BlackBerry. 
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This is one Coupé that Usain Bolt 
could quite fittingly drive, as much 
like the Olympic superstar, it too is 
no stranger to speed, and is able 
to sprint from 0 to 100 km/h in a 
blisteringly fast 4 seconds. 

As far as British cars are concerned, 
Jaguar holds a special place in 
our hearts, with the new F-Type  
Coupé making it beat that 
much faster. 

Need to leave an AMG in your 
dust? A dynamic mode enables 
sportier performance by stiffening 
the suspension, and quickening 
shift-schedule of the eight-speed 
SportShift automatic.

it’s thE mACAn, mAn!

NEW GEAR

Joining the F-Type R Coupé is the 
F-Type S Coupé (279.4 kW) and the 
F-Type Coupé (250 kW), powered by 
3-litre supercharged V6 engines and 
offering up top speeds of 275 km/h  
and 259 km/h respectively.

The pinnacle of the range, the 
F-Type R Coupé, is a beast, boast-
ing a 404 kW 5-litre supercharged 
V8 engine, and is able to attain 
up to a catch-me-if-you-can top 
speed of 299 km/h. 

If your tastes lean towards the SUV side of the motoring road, then 
Porsche’s latest announcement may rev your engines. The Porsche Macan 
SUV flashed its headlights at the recent Los Angeles Auto Show and 
boasts a 3.6-litre, twin-turbo V6 petrol engine, apparently capable of 
attaining 0 to 100 km/h in 4.8 sec, or shaving off 0.2 seconds with an 
optional Sport Chrono pack. Additionally, the Macan will sport all wheel 
drive and a double clutch PDK transmission as standard. It is set for an 
April launch.

JAguAr f-tYpE CoupÉ
hot stuff

Prices Stateside for the new coupé’s are a cool 
R650 000, R770 000, and a make-your-wallet-
weep R1 million. Locally, you may spot one 

flipping your old car the bird in June of next year.
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NEW GEAR

In keeping with its old-school de-
sign philosophy, Nikon has left out 
the video recording functionality. If 

you want video you will have to pull 
out your Galaxy S4. 

Matching its film-camera 
looks is the Df’s 16.2 

megapixel full-frame CMOS 
sensor, being the same size 

as a 35 mm film negative – 36 
x 24 mm. It translates to good 

low light performance, wide dy-
namic range and of course better 

image quality.  

With looks reminiscent 
of Nikon’s old 35 mm 
cameras (in our opinion 
the old F3), there is 
something very attrac-
tive about the Nikon 
Df’s magnesium alloy 
body. With compa-
nies like Olympus 
and Fujifilm going 
retro for awhile now, 
we’re glad Nikon 
finally jumped on the 
bandwagon.

niKon df
hot stuff

With a weight of 765g it’s Nikon’s 
lightest camera in the FX (full-
frame) line-up, being 85 g lighter 
than its D610 full-frame brother. 
Still, it’s no match for the almost-
not-there 465 g of Sony’s recent 
A7R full-frame mirrorless camera 
(see below). 

 no WEigh!
It’s not only Nikon’s Df that is heating up the full-frame segment, since Sony’s recently an-
nounced Alpha 7 and 7R are also inspiring chatter for all the right reasons. One downside to 
going full-frame is the accompanying weight issue with these larger cameras. Thanks to its 
mirrorless design the Alpha 7 and 7R cuts down on bulk considerably, weighing in at 474 g 
and 465 g respectively. What needs to be seen is how pros take to the digital viewfinders on 
these, instead of the traditional optical ones.  

Awesome retro looks are not the only attraction of the  
beautiful Nikon Df, since a full-frame sensor is also onboard.  
Hi-Ho Silver!

The Df will be  
available in SA 

mid-January. There 
is no local retail price 

available yet.
$2 747 Statesides 

(body only).
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I
t’s not every day that we see a new digital currency begin a seemingly unstoppable ascent,  
but that is exactly the case with Bitcoin. In the four years since its inception, Bitcoin emerged 
this year as the king of the virtual currency hill. Indeed, perhaps proof of its resilience  

is that not even the shutdown of the Silk Road deep web site, which was an illicit drug bazaar  
and only accepted Bitcoins for payment, seems to have dented its reputation much at all. In fact,  
if anything, the Silk Road debacle seems to only strengthen Bitcoin’s rise. 

2013 saw Bitcoin enjoy unprecedented strength and adoption, in parts due to a growing mistrust of 
central banks and also as an investment opportunity. Also fueling its rise is the resounding support 
for the virtual currency from none other than economic superpower China, which currently lays claim 
to the largest Bitcoin exchange.  

The old Chinese curse “May you live in interesting times” certainly seems to have been in effect on the technology 
front this year, as boredom was kept far at bay. 

No5.
Bitcoin goes ballistic

T
his year has presented more than a few shiny new gadgets to get excited about, but standing 
out amongst them was the launch of the next-generation of consoles from Sony and Micro-
soft. Notable as it essentially heralds a new chapter in the saga of interactive entertainment, 

the launches of the respective consoles weren’t without their controversy and mirth. 
 
Microsoft’s Xbox One seemed to falter out of the gate, weighed down with onerous digital rights 
management policies which Sony took every opportunity to ridicule, such that Microsoft even-
tually did an about turn on a number of its initial announcements. Exacerbating matters was the 
confirmation that the Xbox One would only come to a few select markets this year, with others, 
including South Africa, left waiting. For Sony’s part, its debut seems to have been comparatively 
smoother, with the console coming to local shores this month in fact, only a month after its 
launch Stateside. 

No4.
             Next-gen consoles arrive 

of 2013

I
n case Nokia’s partnership circa 2011 with Microsoft wasn’t enough to indicate the two companies were close, then 
Nokia’s decision to sell its mobile division to the Redmond giant certainly should. The R51 billion deal was further 
cemented by Microsoft acquiring Nokia’s patents for a another R22 billion. The decision also had other effects, with 

in excess of 32 000 Nokia employees finding a new home at Microsoft, and Nokia’s president and CEO, Stephen Elop 
stepping down from the company to take up a new of Nokia executive VP of Devices and Services. 
 
However, the tale of two Steves had just begun, as the acquisition was followed by another clanger – Steve Ballmer’s 
announcement that he would be bringing his term at Microsoft to an end within a year. Lo and behold, none other than 
Elop has since been pipped for the post as being a possible replacement. 

No3.
Microsoft behemoth swallows Finnish giant 
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Bitcoin goes ballistic

Microsoft behemoth swallows Finnish giant 

B
lackBerry has been in trouble for quite some time, but this year, everything appeared to come to a head for the once upon a time dar-
ling of the business world. After posting record losses this year of around $950 million, things moved from serious to dire. In August,  
the company announced that it was exploring its “strategic alternatives,” which included seeking a partner or selling itself off.

 
Alas, it appeared that few mobile companies were keen on the latter, exacerbated by an acquisition deal with Fairfax Financial Holdings that later fell 
through. And, while BlackBerry secured a $1 billion investment deal from Fairfax and some other investors, it again sent tremors through the BlackBerry 
world by showing ex-CEO Thorsten Heins the door, and  talks of a trim of 4 500 employees. In his place, the company hired a new interrim CEO, John 
Chen, on whom BlackBerry has pinned its hopes that it can somehow return to glory.

No2.
BlackBerry turns sour

P
ossibly one of the most earth shattering 
happenings came from one Edward 
Snowden, who opened a can of worms 

when he revealed that the US National Security  
Agency (NSA) had been spying on, well, 
everyone. It turns out that the intelligence  
agency had been monitoring all sorts of electronic  
communications for years, including that of its  
own citizens, with even the German chancellor  
falling under its net.

This sparked not only an international run by  
Snowden, and political wrangling between countries  
around who would, and would not, offer him a  
safe haven, but also a major question about  
people’s privacy on a global scale. While this 
concern dominated 2013, the PRISM revela-
tions also had rippling effects. One of these was 
that technology companies the likes of Microsoft 
and Google found themselves in the hot seat, 
when it emerged that the tech titans had been 
compelled by the US government to grant them 
access to certain users’ data. The debacle is far 
from over and is set to have a profound impact 
on the internet as we know it in years to come. 
[RN]

No 1.
NSA PrISM:
Yes we scan!
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  Samsung Ativ 500T

R10 500

The only Windows 8 offering on this list, the Ativ 500T nonetheless earned 
itself a spot on our list, thanks to its adaptability and its gutsiness – an 
Intel Atom Z2760 processor (1.8 GHz per core), combined with 2 GB of 
RAM. The 11.6" device also boasted an impressive 11 hours of battery 
life, meaning that it was able to stay up a little later than its competition. 
What’s more, long after other models had passed out from heavy 
partying, Samsung’s offering could also get down to business, thanks to 
the inclusion of a keyboard dock. 

5Top 

5 

4

  Samsung Galaxy Note 8

R7 200

The tablet that started off this year, Samsung’s Galaxy Note 
8, is still a contender, particularly for those seeking a writing 
and drawing companion, something it can do out of the 
box better than any of the other tablets in this list. The 8" 
tablet was also snappy and responsive in use, thanks to its 
combination of a 1.6 GHz A9 quad-core processor, 2 GB 
of memory and Android Jelly Bean. Also winning it more 
than a few admiring glances was its 1280 x 800 screen 
resolution (189 ppi), which bested the first gen iPad Mini.

3

  Google Nexus 7 (2013)

 R3 000

We loved the Nexus 7 when it came out in 2012, and this year’s update 
upped the ante. Along with shaving off 20 g of weight for its debut, the 
318 g tablet also came out grinning from ear to ear with an improved 
resolution of 1920 x 1200, amounting to a ‘take that, iPad Mini’ ppi of 
323. The tablet had also ditched its old flame, the Tegra 3 quad-core 
for a new crush, namely a quad-core 1.5 GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 
S4 Pro 8064. Android 4.3 almost made us forget that once again, the 
Nexus 7 had forgot about the microSD card slot.

tablets of 2013
Tablet technology seemed to have much in 
common with a geek’s version of a fashion 
show this year, with one sexy sample sashaying 
down the runway after another.
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  Apple iPad Mini with Retina Display

R4 000 - R8 200

The 7.9" iPad Mini has also had a makeover, although with less regard 
to size and weight, rather bringing the luscious Retina display this time 
around; though on this screen size, it results in a beefier 326 ppi. With 
the same specifications internally, the Mini narrows the gap between it 
and the iPad Air, although the Mini is still considerably more portable. 
Furthermore, it too has seen its upper end capacity receive a boost, 
as it will now accommodate up to 128 GB. What remains to be seen 
is whether it will ‘accidentally’ kick or shove its bigger counterpart off 
the catwalk. 

2

1  Apple iPad Air

R5 000 - R9 200

After months of speculation and rumour, Apple’s next tablet offering, the iPad Air, 
finally exposed a long slender leg and batted her eyelashes. Judging by its 478 g 
weight and 7.5 mm thin profile, the latest out of Cupertino has apparently been 
given a supermodel’s diet regime, subsisting on half a carrot while smoking the 
competition. 

While the Retina display (2048 x 1536 resolution at 264 ppi) is the same is the iPad 3 
and iPad 4, gone are the chunky bezels. Another point of difference is in the new A7 
processor with 64-bit architecture and M7 motion coprocessor. Still the same  as ever 
is the iPad’s desirability and reign as queen of the tablet hill. [RN]
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  Apple iPhone 5s

iOS; 4" (326 ppi); 1.3 GHz A7 CPU

R10 000
For iPhone 5 owners, upgrading to the 5s would be a hard sell seeing 
that Cupertino’s latest smartphone boasts exactly the same design 
and Retina display found in its predecessor. However, upon closer 
inspection you’ll find upgraded optics for capturing photos in low light, 
beefier processing power, as well as a fingerprint scanner to access 
the future of mobile password technology. Despite getting more of 
the same, iPhone 5s buyers won’t be all that disappointed with their 
device seeing that is future proof thanks to its 64-bit A7 CPU. 

5Top 

5 

  Samsung Galaxy Note 3

Android; 5.7" (381 ppi); Exynos 5 
Octa 5410

R9 000
The king of phablets – Samsung’s Galaxy 
Note 3 – upped the stakes with a better S-pen 
and a spec sheet longer than a public petition 
list against e-tolling. Setting the Note 3 apart 
from the 2013 Galaxy S range was a slight, 
but noticeable styling change, involving a 
faux leather back cover complete with fake 
stitching. Despite being thinner and lighter than 
the Note 2, we found the Note 3 to be a little 
too big for our pockets, but users looking for 
the best note-taking companion don’t have to 
search any further.  

  Samsung Galaxy S4

Android; 5" (441 ppi); Exynos 5 Octa 5410 

R8 500
Samsung’s Galaxy S4 combines outstanding hardware with a never-
ending list of software features, all within a thin and light package. 
However, preventing the smartphone from landing a higher place on our 
top 5 is its disappointing all-plastic build, which does not stand up to 
the premium feel that comes standard on the iPhone 5s or HTC One. Its 
seemingly impressive software features list is also littered with additions 
most users will find a little gimmicky or simply too impractical for daily 
use, proving that less (features) can be more.

smartphones of 2013

Over the course of the year, smartphone display 
sizes, screen resolutions and processing power 
took leaps forward to challenge our budgets 
and jean pocket space. Here are our Top 5. 

4

3

FEATURE

Looking for these top smartphones? Visit  
www.excellular.co.za for the best deals and friendly 

service. Call their sales team on 074-140-8686  
today, or mail sales@excellular.co.za!



  HTC One

Android; 4.7" (468 ppi); 1.7 GHz Qualcomm  
Snapdragon 600

R7 500
HTC set the smartphone design bar high early in the year with its One, which still boasts the best styling and sound experience available on any 
smartphone. In spite of snappier chipsets outmuscling the One’s Qualcomm Snapdragon 600, the CPU delivered a superb all-round performance in 
this phone. 

The chink in the armour of the One is its 4 MP Ultrapixel camera that takes good-looking shots, but is not on par with the likes of the S4, Lumia 925, or 
LG G2. This should not prevent you from picking up the One though, which is a more appealing buy than ever as locals can pick up a 32 GB model for 
as little as R7 500. 

  LG G2

Android; 5.2" (423 ppi); 2.3 GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 800

R8 000
LG lifted its mobile game this year in order to deliver the Galaxy S4 trumping G2 
flagship smartphone. The G2 offers the best combination of high-end specs 
(Qualcomm Snapdragon 800, 5.2" full HD display, 13 MP camera with IOS) and 
value for money, seeing that it undercuts most of its rivals in pricing. 

The HTC One might feel more premium in hand, but the G2 counters with its 
higher specification, longer battery life thanks to its sizeable 3000 mAh battery, 
and own unique design element in the at-the-back placement of the volume 
rocker and power button. While the G2’s screen might not have the class-
leading ppi of the One, its excellent picture quality and barely-there (2.65 mm) 
edge-to-edge bezels enables a more immersive movie viewing experience that 
brings video and other content to the foreground. [HD]
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In the aftermath of the pricing challenge from AMD’S R9 290X, Nvidia 
was forced to respond and it did so with the GeForce GTX 780 TI, which 
knocked the Titan off its fastest single-GPU card perch. Not only does 
the GTX 780 TI cost around R4 000 less than the Titan, it actually packs 
more firepower beneath the bonnet thanks to sporting 2880 CUDA 
cores compared to the Titan’s 2688, and quicker 7 Gbps GDDR5 
memory. For gaming rig buyers this means that even though the GTX 
780 TI is more expensive than a R9 290X, the increase in performance 
makes the added investment worth it, which is definitely not the case 
when choosing between the 290X and the Titan. [HD]

FEATURE
You do not have to wait  

for the arrival of next-gen consoles 
to enjoy blistering frame-rates and 

eye-candy resolutions, as this can be 
attained with a gaming PC packing 

any of our top 3 GPUs. 

 Nvidia GeForce  
 GTX Titan

       R13 500
For most of 2013, the fastest single graphics 

card on the market was the GeForce GTX 
Titan. Whilst monstrous gaming performance is the 

Titan’s forte, its achilles heel is its Everest-sized asking 
price. Rival single GPUs like AMD’s R9 290X delivers similar 

performance to the Titan for a great deal less moola. Gamers can 
also buy two GTX 770’s, have these run in SLI configuration to trump  

the Titan’s performance and still save approximately R3 500. However, if 
your power supply and lack of space means you can only use one card, 
the Titan has few equals in terms of performance. 

AMD Radeon R9 290X
 R8 500

The Radeon R9 290X is unofficially known 
as the Titan killer on the GPU block, due to the fact 

that it is able to match, or in some cases even slightly 
top the performance of the Titan. This whilst costing nearly 50% 

less. To hit that performance level though, you will need to push the 
card to its limits, which results in the GPU running quite hot. As with 

the R9 290, buyers need a competent cooling solution in their PC case, 
but the old-school fan used by the 290X is able to keep the graphics card 
from overheating. The problem with the fan is that the RPM climbs into the  
stratosphere, causing us to reach for our gaming headset for a less 
distracting audio experience. 

Nvidia GeForce GTX 780 TI
R9 500

3TOP
graphics cards

of2013 Want these? Call Behemoth Technology 
today on 012-361-4283, or visit  

www.b-technology.co.za for Xmas deals.
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SAMSUNG
galaxy gear

Once you’ve downloaded the Gear 
manager application from Samsung’s 
App marketplace to your phone, and 

paired the Gear with your smartphone via 
NFC/Bluetooth, you’re ready to go. In es-
sence the Gear acts as a second screen for 
your smartphone, by displaying notifications, 
received email, SMS and the like, which you 
can read but not reply to from the watch.  
 
Unlike its rivals, the Gear elevates the smart-
watch game thanks to sporting a camera, 
built-in speaker, plus two microphones (one 
is used for noise cancellation). The watch’s 
1.9 MP autofocus camera captures rather 
average looking stills and allows users to re-
cord lag-free 15 second video clips in 720p. 
These are saved to the Gear, with it packing 
4 GB of internal storage, while it’s also auto-
matically shared with your smartphone over 
Bluetooth.  
 
The smartwatch’s microphones and speaker 
enable you to make or answer incoming 
calls. Call quality and volume levels are good 
if in a quiet room, but if you’re in a noisy 
office environment you will struggle to hear 
callers and to be heard.   

more than a pretty (watch) face

Powering the Galaxy Gear is a single-core 
(make unspecified) processor clocked at 800 
MHz, which is backed up by 512 MB RAM, 
translating to good performance on the Gear 
when scrolling or using apps. The jewel of 
the Gear’s styling is its screen, which is a 
1.63" (320 x 320) Super AMOLED. Despite 
this low resolution, the small display size 
translates into a healthy pixel density of 277 
ppi, meaning that text and images appear 
crisp onscreen, with viewing angles being 
excellent.    

gripes with the gear 
 
Also onboard is a minuscule 315 mAh Li-ion 
battery that unfortunately won’t keep this 
watch ticking for more than a couple of days. 
We managed two days of usage only when we 
switched the Gear off at night between 23:00 
and 05:30. 

Besides battery life, the biggest issue with the 
Gear is that it only worked with two devices 
when it came out, namely the Galaxy Note 3 
phablet and recently revamped Galaxy Note 

10.1 tablet. The list is now up to three after 
adding the important Galaxy S4, but this is 
still a ridiculously low number. A trick is also 
missed by the lack of onboard GPS, which 
means it won’t track your run when out for a 
jog by its own. 

  thE gEAr ElEvAtEs thE smArtWAtCh   
  gAmE thAnKs to sporting A CAmErA,  
  And thE AbilitY to mAKE And AnsWEr  
  CAlls.

Our last issue is with the sparsely populat-
ed app selection for the Galaxy Gear within 
Samsung Apps, with notable exclusions being 
Instagram, Vine, WhatsApp, and even official 
Twitter and Facebook apps.    

Watch this wearable tech space

Samsung’s Galaxy Gear is the best looking 
and most feature rich smartwatch on the market, 
but is hampered by the sparse app selection, 
weak device support, a lack of a real killer feature, 
and its high RRP. The Gear goes for R4 600, 
expensive since you can pick up a splash-resis-
tant Sony SmartWatch 2 with a metal strap for 
less than R2 500. [HD] 

Screen 
1.63" Super AMOLED, 277 ppi  

Processor 
800 MHz, Single-coreQuiCK spECs RAM 

512 MB
Camera 

1.9 megapixel

Wearable tech is forecasted to be the  
next big thing, but unfortunately samsung’s galaxy 
gear smartwatch’s time has not yet come.   

REVIEW



Camera 
1.9 megapixel
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REVIEW

SoNY
vAio 15A multi-flip

The ultrabook looks similar to many oth-
ers, except for one detail – a crease line 
running down the centre of the lid. This 

has its practical application, as you discover 
once you lift the lid. Much like on Acer’s R7, 
this hinge enables you to view the screen 
as one would on a traditional notebook 
or flip the screen and drag it over the 
keyboard to concentrate on web browsing, 
for example. Furthermore, users can also 
flip the display entirely so that it is facing 
the other direction, with the keyboard and 
trackpad behind it; particularly handy when 
watching a movie. Finally, you can use it 
in a tablet orientation for those who prefer 
to do everything using the touch interface. 
Build quality both looks and feels top notch 
(for the most part), and certainly conveys a 
sense of being a premium product.

first the good news

Another area where this ultrabook stands out 
in the 15.5" screen, which is a pleasure to 
behold, thanks in no small part to its full HD 
(1920 x 1080) resolution. What this means of 
course, is that the VAIO Fit practically begs 

to be loaded up with photos and movies, and 
does a great job at rendering both. What’s 
more, movie buffs will be glad to note that 
the ultrabook is capable of seriously loud 
sound output that practically reverberates 
across the entire frame, although the audio 
does get a little distorted at the very top end. 
 

So how does it perform? Well, in general 
tasks, very well in fact. Indeed, 
this was hardly a surprise, 
since under the hood purrs the 
all too familiar Core i5- 4200U 
CPU, accompanied by 4 GB 
of memory (which is alright, 
although we would have liked 
to have seen more), while 
a Nvidia GeForce GT 735M 
handles the graphics and  
1 TB drive caters for storage. 

now the bad

Moving on, the chiclet keyboard itself is a bit 
of a double edged sword. On the one hand, 
it boasts some lovely backlighting. On the 
other hand though, we found keypress to be 
particularly shallow, while the keys themselves 
seemed noticeably smaller than you would 
normally find. More disturbing was the sink 
that the keys were set in, which seemed to 
waver with the slightest touch. 

Two USB 3.0 and one USB 2.0 port, an HDMI 
port and an SD card slot round off the VAIO Fit 
15A; yours for R16 000 for the i5 version and a 
pricey R18 000 for a Core i7 processor. [RN] 

thE fit 15A CAn bE usEd in A tAblEt 
oriEntAtion for thosE Who prEfEr 
to do EvErYthing using thE touCh 
intErfACE.

Processor 
Core i5- 4200U  

Display 
15.5" with 1920 x 1080 resolution 

Memory & Storage 
4 GB RAM + 1 TBQuiCK spECs GPU 

Nvidia Geforce GT 735M
USB 

2x USB 3.0. 1x USB 2.0

Just when ultrabooks were beginning to seem scarce or stale, sony’s latest 
VAIO Fit 15A flips itself on its head to impress. 
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ACEr 
Aspire 5600 u

To start with, the Aspire U is certainly a modern and dare we say, 
exceedingly attractive All in One (AIO) PC. Its equal measures 
of transparent glass and glossy black aesthetic looked like it 

was straight from the set of Minority Report, and looks like PCs in the 
21st century ought to. To really fulfil your Minority Report aspirations, 
you can try your hand at Acer’s PointGrab Gesture control, which 
enables you to control the cursor and type with gestures. It worked 
well enough in our tests although it took some getting used to.  
 

Interestingly, our 15" notebook gobbled up more desk real estate 
than the glossy and sharp 23" full HD screen and the included key-
board combined. The PC’s 1.3" frame also has a minimalistic feel to 
it; although it offers up pretty much everything we wanted, including 
an optical drive, three USB 2.0 and two USB 3.0 ports, HDMI in, an 
Ethernet port and SD card slot. 
 
duty calls

Looks aren’t everything, and on this Windows 8 PC, perfor-
mance was smooth across the board, which counted for a 

ACEr’s 5600 u looKs liKE pCs in thE 21st CEnturY 
ought to.

There is much to be said for the benefits of All in 
one pCs, but did Acer’s Aspire u inspire us 
and should you aspire to own it? 

REVIEW

blACKbErrY
Z30

The Z30 is an all-touch smartphone that boasts a 5" (720 x 1280; 
294 ppi) AMOLED screen that matches screen sizes on rivals 
like the Galaxy S4, but falls short of the ever more common 

1080 x 1920 screen resolution and 400+ ppi tallies seen on displays 
such as that of the Xperia Z1.

the power

Powering the Z30 is a 1.7 GHz dual-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 
S4 Pro chipset, which is backed up by 2 GB of RAM, meaning 
multitasking and 3D gaming are fluid and snappy. As smooth is 
navigation of the operating system, in this case BlackBerry 10.2, 
which packs a number of improvements. These include the ability to 
preview notifications on the lockscreen and the addition of Afrikaans 
as a predictive input language for the keyboard. Also onboard is LTE 
(4G) connectivity for speedier downloads, plus an 8 MP autofocus 
main camera and 2 MP front-facing snapper, with the camera 
performance being on par with 2012’s best mobile shooters such as 
the Galaxy S3. 

As With thE Z10, WE Just WishEd thAt thE Z30  
CAmE out EArliEr WhEn thE dEviCE Would hAvE 
mAtChEd its rivAls.

blackberry may be on the ropes but cannot be counted 
out yet thanks to the release of its new Z30. is the 
biggest smartphone from Waterloo also its best?    

Users have access to 16 GB onboard storage, but can expand this by up 
to 64 GB via the microSD memory card slot. BlackBerry equipped the Z30 
with a non-removeable 2880 mAh battery, which fares a lot better than the 
one used in the Z10, lasting a full working day on a single charge. The 
Z30 also sports stereo speakers which pack a volume wallop, but needs a 
bit more bass oomph.
 
A bit too late

BlackBerry’s Z30 is a very competent all-round smartphone offering 
a modern mobile experience for BlackBerry fans. As with the Z10, 
we just wished that it came out earlier when the device would have 
matched its rivals rather than year-end 2013, which sees it out-
matched by the Galaxy S4, HTC One, and LG G2 when it comes to 
design appeal, specs, and number of quality apps available in their 
respective app fronts. RRP: R8 800. [HD]

great deal. Doing duty here is the ever reliable 
Core i5 3230M processor, supported by a dollop of 4 GB of memory 
in our review model, apparently accommodating up to 8 GB, and a 
generous scoop of 1 TB of space for storage. Interestingly, the AIO 
comes with a stronger than average graphics solution for AIO’s, 
boasting the GeForce GT630 M graphics card. This appeared up to 
some casual gaming (more so than Intel’s built-in HD graphics), with 
the screen allowing photos, panoramas and video to look beautiful.  
 
touching tomorrow

If we had to find one fault with the device it would belong to the 
onboard sound, which wasn’t great and thus would certainly need 
to be supplemented. Nonetheless, for the most part, the 5600 U is 
certainly one of the more alluring AIO’s we’ve seen to date. RRP:  
R14 000 for the 23" and R23 000 for the 27" version. [RN] 
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one lucky reader stands the chance to Win a samsung gAlAxY tab 3!

Samsung’s GALAxy Tab 3 has been fine-tuned for your multimedia pleasure! 
The luxurious 10.1" screen showcases everything that is great about this tablet, 
from the enhanced cameras to the latest Jelly Bean OS. From the amped up me-
dia experience to the incredibly smooth user interface, the GALAxy Tab 3 works 
like a dream, delivering the most advanced performance in a sublimely sleek 
form. Easy to grasp and a pleasure to operate, this newest tablet is the slimmest 
and lightest ever. 

COMPETITIONS

a gift that the entirefamily can enjoy!

win a

 samsung gAlAxY tab 3 

HOw TO win
   To stand a chance to win, simply tweet the following: I want to win the GALAxy Tab 3 with @techsmartmag & @SamsungSA #TSSGTab3
   Or send us an email to competition@techsmart.co.za with the following message: I want to win the GALAxy Tab 3
   Competition runs from 1 December to 31 December 2013. Only entries from people living in SA will be considered. The judges’ decision is final. Terms 
 and conditions apply. The winner will be announced during the second week of January.

win the new

 gopro hEro3, 
one lucky reader stands the chance to Win a gopro hEro3: 
White Edition to the value of r3 200.

GoPro, manufacturers of the world’s most versatile camera, 
have released the new GoPro HERO3: White Edition to the 
delight of outdoor tech junkies worldwide. The HERO3: White 
Edition is 20% smaller and 15% lighter than previous models 
and is compatible with all GoPro mounts and accessories – 
making it the most mountable, wearable and versatile White 
Edition GoPro ever.

Built-in Wi-Fi allows you to control the camera remotely using 
the Wi-Fi Remote (sold separately), and enables full camera control 
plus content preview, playback and sharing with the GoPro 
App. Wearable, gear-mountable, waterproof to 131’/40m, the 
HERO3: White Edition makes it possible to capture and share 
your life like never before.

For more information or stockist near you, please visit: 
www.omnico.co.za 

HOw TO win
   To stand a chance to win, simply tweet the following: I want to win the GoPro HERO3 @techsmartmag @WOHZA #TSHERO3     
 Or send us an email to competition@techsmart.co.za with the following message: I want to win the GoPro HERO3
   Competition runs from 1 December to 31 December 2013. Only entries from people living in SA will be considered. The judges’ decision is final. Terms 
 and conditions apply. The winner will be announced during the second week of January.

the world’s most versatile camera!
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titAn-iCE ComputErs 
strong on ssd

With solid state drives (SSDs) finding favour in notebooks, ul-
trabooks and, for the tech savvy, in PCs as well, and being 
highly regarded for their stability and speed, often the most 

difficult decision awaiting users is which SSD to invest in.  
 

Answering this concern, Titan-Ice Computers boasts two different 
ranges from Samsung, namely the Samsung 840 Evo and the Sam-
sung 840 Evo Pro. The 840 Evo range in particular offers a wallet 
friendly entry point into the benefits offered by SSD technology, as 
its Samsung 840 Evo 120 GB drive carries an affordable R1 350 
pricetag. For those seeking more capacity, the 250 GB, 500 GB and 
1 TB offerings are also available. 

solidly speaking

In the Samsung 840 Pro range, users can avail themselves of the 
same capacities for a slight price increase – the Samsung 840 
Pro 128 GB costs R1 900, the Samsung 840 Pro 256 GB com-
mands R3 150 while the top of the range Samsung 840 Pro 512 

thE 840 Evo rAngE in pArtiCulAr offErs A WAllEt 
friEndlY EntrY point into thE bEnEfits offErEd bY 
ssd tEChnologY.

With an eye on the latest trends, titan-ice Computers 
appears particularly strong on offering laudable ssd 
storage technology.   

GB will set you back R6 300 
(just R1 800 more than the 
512 GB Samsung 840 Evo).   
 
The main difference be-
tween the two ranges is that 
the Evo Pro is faster and 
has been constructed to offer 
a longer life span as compared with the consumer orientated 
840 Evo range, which in itself is no slouch in the longevity stakes. 
However, if your main use for the drives will be business-orientated, 
then the Evo Pro may be better suited.
 
partners and promotions        

Like the drives it offers, the company can also boast a solid run in 
the technology space, having been in business since 2008. To its 
credit, Titan-Ice Computers has been awarded Intel Technology Pro-
vider 2013 GOLD status, and can also lay claim to being a preferred 
partner of AMD, Seagate, Steelseries, Huntkey, Palit, ASRock, Arctic 
Silver, XSPC water cooling, Alphacool, Razer, Mad Catz, Genius 
GX-Gaming and CoolerMaster.  

The www.titan-ice.co.za website is also worth checking out regularly, 
as the company periodically runs promotions on certain products. 
The company is located at 774 Jacqueline Drive, Garsfontein, Pretoria 
and can be contacted on 012-998-5668.

ADVERTORIAL

774 Jacqueline Drive, Garsfontein, Pretoria | Tel: 012 998 5668  
Vox (VOIP): 087 808 2585 | Email: sales@titan-ice.co.za

www.titan-ice.co.za

GX-Gaming Mordax Amplified 
Gaming Headset (PC, Xbox 360, PS3)

R 549
Palit GeForce GTX Titan 6GB                                                                                                       

R 13 999

Gigabyte AMD Radeon R9 270X  
2GB OC Graphics Card                                                    

R 3 099

Mad Catz S.T.R.I.K.E. 7  
Gaming Keyboard                                                                              

R 3 499

Gunnar Groove Onyx Computer 
Eyewear                                                                            

R 499

ASRock Z87 Extreme 9  
Motherboard                                                                                       

R 4 999
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Life could have been possible on Mars1

Rock samples collected from what was likely 
an ancient river system on Mars contained 

elements found in all organic molecules. The 
wet environment seems to not have been 

harshly salty or acidic and likely also 
provided chemical energy necessary to 

sustain microbes. It seems Mars had 
everything to make a happy home 

for simple life forms. 

SOURCES: 1. NASA: bit.ly/ZGbCWO  2. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases: 1.usa.
gov/Z83M6X  3. European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN): bit.ly/XKLKey  4. University 
of the Witwatersrand: bit.ly/Ii2ZPb  5. Stanford University: stanford.io/14vhNTC. 

The first case of HIV 
remission in a child2

Starting antiretroviral 
treatment in an HIV-positive 

newborn just hours after birth 
seems to have stopped the 

virus from settling down. After 29 
days of treatment the viral load 

had dropped to undetectable 
levels. And 18 months after all 
treatment stopped, there was 

still no sign of the virus returning. 
This brings hope for new treatment 

strategies in HIV-positive infants.

Subatomic particle 
confirmed as the Higgs 

boson3

Although the Higgs boson was 
suggested to have been found 

last year already, it could only be 
confirmed this year. Further analysis 

of the original data showed with a 
high level of certainty that the elusive 
particle does indeed exist. If it didn’t, 

the physics of our universe would 
have been turned on its head. 

Transistors built from genetic material5

Scientists managed to build the third – and final – component needed for 
a computer that can work in a living cell. Using one enzyme to control the 
flow of another along a strand of DNA, they created biological logic gates 
that can control molecular processes. This is similar to the way transistors 

control the flow of electrons in electronics. [LP]          

SA hominin finds its place in 
our evolutionary tree4 

Reconstructions of the skeleton of 
Australopithecus sediba discovered 

at the Cradle of Humankind, suggest 
that it was human-like but also ape-

like. The journal Science allocated 
substantial space to the findings, 

which included teeth and jaw 
characteristics similar to humans and 

a form of upright walking that was 
part human, part ape. The discovery 

suggests a close evolutionary 
relationship between Sediba and 

modern humans. 

The Big 
(Sci)Five 
of 2013 
Science hit the headlines with some pretty big 
stories this year. Here is our pick of the best 
science news of 2013.

1.6 cm 
The diameter of the hole 
drilled in Martian rock by 
Curiosity.

30 hrs 
The age at which 
antiretroviral 
treatment started

1 in 3.5 million
The chance of finding the energy signal associated with the 
Higgs boson if the particle didn’t exist.

IMAGES:

1. NASA/JPL/Cornell University, Maas Digital LLC  2. Stock image, Shutterstock  3. CERN  4. Photo 
by Lee Berger, courtesy of the University of the Witwatersrand.  5. Stock image, Shutterstock.

1.98 
million 
years
The age of the 
Sediba fossil.

1 & 0 
The Binary equivalents 

of true and false.

www.techsmart.co.za/shop

SCIENCE



TOP DEALS
SamSung nP905S3g Quad-Core notebook
bit.ly/tSnp905s

AMD quad-core processor, 4 GB memory, 128 GB Solid State Drive, 13.3" display, 1 Year Warranty.  

r7 499 

Lenovo a3000 tabLet
bit.ly/a3000tab

MediaTek 8319 1.2 GHz quad-core processor, Android 4.2 Jelly Bean, 7.0" IPS Multi-touch, 
Power: Up to 7 hrs Wi-Fi web browsing, 16 GB storage, 1 GB RAM, Wi-Fi and 3G.

r2 499

SamSung gaLaxy tab3 -t211
bit.ly/tSnp905s

7" display, 8 GB storage, 3G+Wi-Fi Connection, Android 4.1 Jelly Bean.

HP ComPaQ CQ58-d52SI bundLe
bit.ly/compaqHP

Intel Celeron B830 (1.8 GHz), 2 GB memory, 500 GB hard drive, 15.6" screen, 
DVD-RW Drive, Windows 8 SL 64 Bit, 1 Year Warranty. 
Comes with Office 365 and Wireless Mouse!

r3 999

go to                                              for all the specials
Free delivery in SA. E & OE. Stock is limited.

www.techsmart.co.za/shop

Call us on 011-581-3151 today.

r3 479

This includes a Gigabyte Keyboard and Mouse
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FEATURE

Hot hatchbacks come in two personas – those 
that flaunt their sportiness in your face and 
those who downplay it with an understated 
design. The QV falls under the former, and 
employs some Irish luck (plus a rocker switch) 
to exaggerate its driving appeal.

When staring at the Mito 1.4 QV Sport, you would not think it was 
anything but a garden variety Mito hatchback, since its underplayed 
styling provides few hints of its sporty nature. You do receive some 

stunning alloy wheels, a splash of carbon fibre on the dashboard, and a 
strange sight on an Italian car – Irish cloverleaf badges on the sides. 

These coincide with the green stitching on the leather covered steering 
wheel, handbrake, as well as the seats, and is actually the biggest tip-off 
for the Alfisti (Alfa Romeo enthusiasts) that this is not an ordinary Mito. 
Why? Well, because QV in the car’s name stands for Quadrifoglio 
Verde, Italian for cloverleaf – Alfa’s equivalent of VW’s GTI badge or 
Ford’s ST moniker. 
   

The DNA of a true hot hatch

Beneath the finely sculpted Italian bonnet, lives a 1.4 litre turbocharged 
engine that is mated to a far too uncommon sight in our test cars these 
days – a 6-speed manual transmission. This powerplant churns out  
125 kW and up to 250 Nm of wheel-spinning torque, which is enough to 
rocket this Mito to 100 km/h from standstill in a brisk 7.5 seconds. The 
top speed of the QV is a see-you-in-jail 219 km/h. 

A Jekyll and Hyde transformation occurs 
when you put the car in dynamic mode, since 
the lively powerplant comes into its own.

Next to the gear lever resides a rather gimmicky DNA rocker switch to 
select the dynamic driving mode. In this setting, the drivetrain delivers  
250 Nm of torque rather than the 230 Nm available in the other driving 
modes (normal and all-weather).

Alfa 
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too cramped in the back to comfortably fit three adults. As with other 
pocket-rockets, the suspension has been tuned to deliver the best 
levels of grip and agility as opposed to providing the occupants with 
a wafty magic carpet ride. Due to this, the drive in the Mito is not as 
extended road-trip friendly as a Polo GTI for instance.

Price of admission

Alfa’s Mito 1.4 QV Sport might be down on power compared to most of 
its rivals, but makes up for it in its headturning design appeal, despite 
being very understated. When driving the car in dynamic mode it’s also 
no less entertaining than the competition on the limit.  

It goes for a recommended retail price of R314 990 which sounds pricey 
and is, considering buyers can get a Ford Fiesta 1.6 EcoBoost ST (R259 
900) and VW Polo GTI for less (R289 600). At least Alfa undercut the 
price of the less common Fiat Abarth 695 Tributo Ferrari (R550 000) by 
a country mile, despite the Abarth offering similar performance in a less 
practical, but more eye-catching package. [HD]

  > CHECK THE TECH 

Like Ferrari and Maserati, Alfa Romeo is owned by Fiat, and thus comes 
equipped with some of Fiat’s tech including the Microsoft co-developed 
Blue&Me in-vehicle infotainment system. Blue&Me enables drivers to pair their 
smartphone and use voice commands and steering-wheel mounted buttons 
to access features the likes of making- or answering incoming calls. It works 
quite well, but unfortunately doesn’t offer Bluetooth audio streaming. Instead, 
users get an auxiliary jack and can load all of their favourite tracks onto a USB 
memory stick and plug this into the provided port.

romeo Mito    
  1.4 QV Sport

In Normal and All-weather mode, the Mito puts a muzzle 
on the gem of an engine, and delivers a muted exhaust 
note and little to no performance zing whatsoever. 
Average fuel consumption dips to around 8.7 litres per 
100 km though, but, for a sportier vehicle driving in these 
modes are simply too boring.

Luckily, a Jekyll and Hyde transformation occurs when you 
put the car in Dynamic mode, since the lively powerplant 
sparks into its own. You get a titillating exhaust note, 
more torque, quicker power delivery, and the shift-up 
gear prompts below the rev counter and speedometer 
take longer, allowing you to let the rev counter reach the 
redline. 

All this prompted us to scratch our heads, pondering 
the question as to the point of the DNA switch. Phrased 
differently: Why would you ever not want to have the car in 
Dynamic mode?

Compact car, big fuel drinker 

The answer came to us when looking at the combined-
cycle (town and highway driving) fuel economy, which 
is a claimed 6 litres per 100 km. As always we found 
that the reality does differ from the manufacturer’s 
theoretical figures (especially true within sportier cars), 
as we managed an average of 9.6 litres per 100 km. This 
disparity can be attributed to our affinity for the Dynamic 
driving mode, blasting the aircon in SA’s summer heat, 
and keeping the pleasure pedal floored to get the most 
out of the little-engine-that-could.        

Another point to take note of is that this car has lots of 
head and legroom upfront, but like most coupés is a bit 

Alfa 
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THE GEEK GETS STYLEDTHE GEEK GETS STYLED

  ARRIVING FRESH
Nothing says #travelfail like getting off a red-eye flight and having the 
concerned usher offer you the complimentary wheelchair. You want to 
deboard fresh as the breeze over Bloubergstrand. 

A word of caution though: we’re not advocating self-immersion in a 
misted cloud of deo spray, that’ll instantly trigger your travel companions’ 
gag reflexes. No, a subtle spritz of Hugo Boss’ signature scent will do the 
trick just nicely. 

  KEEPING IT FASHIONABLE
Going places has always been inherently linked with looking awesome. That’s 
why we want to make sure that come wheels up, you’re not only adequately 
prepared, you’re also immaculately dressed. First off, you want to pack 
garments that are wrinkle resistant, comfortable, and can easily make the 
transition between meeting up with friends, family and colleagues.

Our top tip would be to assemble a collection of interchangeable items, 
consisting of your best informal pants, a v-neck t-shirt, and a formal blazer. 
Get them all in natural colours, add a crisp white-button down to throw over 
the T as you exit (just remember to tuck that sucker), and you’ll be able to 
connect different looks faster than you can say ‘brace for impact’. 

TrAveL STYLE

Whether you’re visiting in-laws, relaxing with friends or tying 
up loose business ends, this time of the year almost always 
involves some form or fashion of travel. That’s why we 
thought it useful to let you in on the three best-kept secrets 
of the stylish explorer: travelling fast, arriving fresh, and 
keeping it fashionable.

by Mynhardt van Pletsen

Linen cotton 
blazer jacket in 
pewter. Trenery 
Men’s Apparel.

R2 300

Ovidio brogue 
lace-up boots. 
Marlboro 
Outfitters.

R4 000

  TRAVELLING FAST
Let’s just be honest here for a moment, navigating airports and public 
transport in general are our least favorite parts of getting around. You can, 
however, travel reasonably pain free if you can manage to minimize the 
hassle factor, know where you’re going, and fake a friendly face.

So when you’re forking out the odd thousand rand for a luggage set 
that’ll enable you to skip the whole baggage claim scenario, don’t see it 
as merely buying bags, rather view it as a lifelong investment in mental 
health and happiness.



V-neck t-shirt in 
charcoal grey.  
Woolworths.

R70 

AKG noise 
cancelling 
earphones. 
Sounds Great.

R300

Leather 
toiletries 
bag 
Fossil. 

R1 200  

White cotton 
button shirt. 
Cape Union 
Mart.

R275

Leather 
notebook 
Fossil. 

R2 700  

Leather 
cognac duffle 
bag. Fossil.

R3 300  

iPad Mini       
16 GB Wi-Fi 
only. Dion 
Wired.

R3 600

Hugo Boss 
eau de toilet 

spray, 150 ml. 
DisChem.

R795  

Oakley Plaintiff 
Squared 

sunglasses. 
Sunglass Hut.

R2 190

Slimfit chino 
in stone. 

Studio W.

R350 
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MOVIES

Don’t WING it, 
SPL!NG it! 
For awesome movie news and insightful reviews visit: spl ing.co.za |  spl ingmovies.mobi |  spl ing.mobi

Yes, believe it or not there were actually a few good films inspired by video games. Spling investigates.

RESIDENT EVIL

Resident Evil is the most successful movie series to be based on a video game, having amassed 

over $600 million worldwide with a sixth film slated for 2014. The video game to live-action 

movie adaptation was entrusted to Paul W.S. Anderson, who also directed Mortal Kombat.

The Umbrella Corp, T-virus, Raccoon City and most of the characters made the leap to the big 

screen, and in a retrospectively smart move, a new series’ protagonist was created for the films. 

Milla Jovovich owns the tough-as-nails and hot-as-hell heroine, Alice, oozing big screen sex 

appeal and turning zombie-slaying into an art form.

PRINCE oF PERSIa: 

THE SaNDS oF TIME

Swashbuckling swordplay, magic potions, do-or-die puzzles 

and life-like motion made the original Prince of Persia 

revolutionary for its time. The classic side scrolling video 

game evolved as graphics and game play improved enough to 

warrant a live-action film adaptation. 

While the epic tale translated fairly well and gave The Mummy 

Returns a run for entertainment and CGI, the title character 

seems miscast. Jake Gyllenhaal’s laidback temperament is more 

Aladdin than Prince of Persia and while the action is comparable 

with a theme park ride, the film’s lofty Pirates of the Caribbean 

ambitions never fully materialised.  
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SILENT HILL

This atmospheric and psychological video game is a 

staple in the survival horror genre, played from a third-

person perspective and featuring 3D environments in 

the fictitious American town, Silent Hill. The 2006 film 

adaptation blended emotional, religious, design, and 

story elements from the first four games in the series.

Silent Hill stars Radha Mitchell (Pitch Black) as Rose, 

who begins a search after her adopted daughter 

goes missing in the eerie town. While the horror’s 

nightmarish visuals were beautifully realised, steeping 

the film in a dark and suspenseful atmosphere, its 

long run time and muddled plot lines made the hellish 

experience too fragmented.

LaRa CRoFT: ToMb RaIDER

Tomb Raider’s third-person treasure hunting, ancient puzzles and unchartered 

exploration made the female-fronted video game an instant hit. Giving Indiana 

Jones-style adventures a sexy lead, broadened the game’s appeal and led to a much-

anticipated film adaptation starring Angelina Jolie.

While helmed by Con Air’s Simon West and carried by Jolie playing the much-loved 

adventuress, the slick actioner was underwhelming. It had its moments – Daniel 

Craig and an Illuminati link – but the plot baffled audiences and the video game 

adaptation turned into a star vehicle for the drop dead sexy Jolie. 

HITMaN

Agent 47 is the silent assassin, whose stealth tactics  

and quick kills gave gamers a chance to live vicariously 

as a hired killer. The behind-the-head game play and 

blend of action and street smarts developed a league of 

loyal hitmen with enough impetus for a film adaptation.

While Timothy Olyphant’s (Live Free or Die Hard) face is 

not quite what you would expect, what emerged was 

a dark version of James Bond. Hitman is much more 

talkative than his video game persona, thanks to his 

Bond girl companion, Olga Kurylenko (Quantum of 

Solace). While a passable political conspiracy actioner, 

Hitman simply used the video game concept as a 

springboard.

31

aLoNE IN THE DaRk

While Alone in the Dark’s atmospheric 
setting, sharp sound effects and 
game play made it genuinely creepy 
and scary, Uwe Boll’s film adaptation 
was a shot in the dark.

bLooDRaYNE

Co-star, Michael Madsen, said it 
best: “an abomination...  
a horrifying and preposterous movie”.

IN THE NaME oF THE kINg: 
a DuNgEoN SIEgE TaLE

Jason Statham fails to rescue this 
star-studded medieval action-
adventure from being a stunted 
medieval joke.

SuPER MaRIo bRoS.

It’s like the film-makers haven’t 
even played the video game… 
and it sucks.

STREET FIgHTER:  
THE LEgEND oF CHuN-LI 

Kristin Kreuk is the only good thing 
about this sluggish, uninspired, 
witless and unintentionally cheesy 
sequel.

December 2013 | TechSmart
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Electronics fg 
lEd breadboard projects for Kids
During this Festive period, what can be seen as the gift for kids that 
keeps on giving? Yet another toy definitely not, for kids with an interest in 
electronics it is definitely the LED Breadboard Projects for Kids for R347. 

This new kit assumes that the constructor has little or no knowledge 
of electronics. This start-from-scratch approach teaches kids the ba-
sics, while the use of a breadboard for construction means that no 
soldering or special tools are necessary.

This kit comprises of a set of ten different fun projects that are aimed 
at children (seven years upwards) and is an ideal way of introduc-
ing them to the exciting world 
of electronics. Everything is 
included, the breadboard, 
all components, detailed in-
structions and an alkaline 9V 
battery.

Projects include:

• Knight Rider

• Police Lights

• Roulette Wheel

• Traffic Lights

• LED Dice (touch sensitive)

For more of these types of projects, 
call ElectronicsFG  
(www.electronicsfg.co.za) on 012-3488-492, or visit them at the 
Atterbury Boulevard Shopping Centre. 

learnfast: 
 smbs need enhanced skills
Small to medium-sized businesses (SMBs) continue to be haunted by the 
costs related to not only the recruitment, but also the retention of reliable 
and effective staff. In many cases, companies need to tap the best from 
the employees, hence the multiple ‘caps’ expected to be worn by team 
members. It is required of staff to give more of themselves and have 
knowledge outside of their immediate areas of expertise.  

Therefore companies need to take responsibility for people development 
as if their livelihoods depended on it. This means not only focusing on 
tangible computer skills, but also the development of the emotional 
quotient of team members. After-all, it is one thing for someone to know 
what they are supposed to do by when, but how do they cope when they 
are faced with too many tasks all to be done now? 

Short-course impact training is a key solution for SMBs, since investing in 
employees will make them feel valued, enhance core business skills, and 
aid in the retention of key staff members.

For more information on the short-courses on offer at Learnfast, visit 
www.learnfast.co.za or contact 011-262-2054.

pArrot floWEr poWEr

The Power Edition of the well-known Parrot AR Drone 2.0 includes 
two 1 500 mAh lithium polymer batteries for 36 minutes of flying 
time and four sets of various coloured propellers. The drone, which 
is wirelessly controlled via tablet or smartphone, sports a HD 
720p camera and all footage can be recorded for later playback. 
 
R4 900 from www.thegadgetshop.co.za.

pArrot Ar.dronE 2.0 
poWEr Edition

Parrot Flower Power takes having a green thumb to the 
next level. The product, which entails planting a small sensor 
close to the flora, then enables users to monitor plants’ 
health according to factors including soil moisture, fertilizer, 
ambient temperature and light intensity all from their iOS 
device. 
 
R800 from www.thegadgetshop.co.za.

ion bloCK roCKEr  
bluEtooth
Block Rocker Bluetooth enables users to quite literally take their party with them –  
the portable speaker connects wirelessly to any Bluetooth capable mobile device,  
such as tablets and smartphones, and pumps out music for up to 50 hours. It also 
sports an integrated AM/FM radio and a power cord is also included.
 
R3 700 from www.thegadgetshop.co.za.

ADVERTORIAL
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Although most of those in our connected tribe gets overwhelmed when nature infringes on their indoorsy lives, 
nothing gets us more motivated to venture into the great unknown like a brand spankin’ new gadget to do it with. 

so without further ado, here’s the 2013 techsmart outdoor gift guide for geeks. let the salivating commence.

Nite-ize Curvyman Cord Supervisor

Because ‘being entangled’ should never have referred to your 
earphone cables in the first place.

R50

True Utility Truelite 
Mini 0.7 Flashlight

Pocket-sized, among other things.
R200

R500LED Lenser SEO5 Headlamp

Never lose a finger to those crummy can 
openers in the tent again!

Leatherman Wave II Multitool

Evenly effective for removing nails or killing 
bears, as one does. 

R1 300

K-Way Celestial Scope

For looking at celestial things, not to 
be confused with celebrity thongs.

R2 500

GoPro Hero 3 Black Adventure

Take a picture of anything everywhere. The 
best invention since the GoPro Hero 2.

R4 700

Suunto Ambit 2 HR Watch

This watch is so good, it will go on 
your adventure for you, and then tell 
you about it.

R7 000
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The new Samsung GALAxy Note 3 adds delight to daily tasks 
and is infused with features that help you to tell the story of 
your life! It comes with the most advanced wider full HD Su-
per AMOLED display, 386 pixel density measuring 5.7inches. 
The screen is bigger, but actually the width of the device 
remains unchanged, giving it an almost bezel-less display 
area. With a number of design enhancements, the S Pen 
has become so much more than just an input device. By 
just clicking a button on the side a “fan styled” menu appears, 
which gives quick access to useful features including Action 
Memo, Scrapbook, Pen Window and S-Finder. Making 
everyday life easier and faster.
 
SRP: R8 999 Available in Jet Black, Classic White and Blush 
Pink options

The GALAxy GEAR is wearable technology and the 
perfect companion for the GALAxy Note 3. Live in the 
moment while staying connected, the GEAR boasts 
a crystal clear 278 PPI display and will notify you of 
incoming messages, phone calls, SMS’s, emails and 
alerts. A preview of these messages can be accepted or 
discreetly ignored. When an incoming message requires 
more than a quick glance, you can simply pick up your 
GALAxy Note 3 handset and the Smart Relay feature will instantly
reveal the full content on the handset’s screen.
 
SRP: R4 599 Available in six colours

sAmsung Arno 
WAshing mAChinE

With Samsung’s 12kg washing machine, you can wash huge loads of laundry 
at once. The large capacity allows for fewer loads, without increasing the outer 
dimensions of the appliance. A+++ Energy rating and Eco Bubble technology 
ensures that a cold water wash will deliver the same clean results as if washed 
in warm water which helps preserve nature and saves you money by using 
less electricity. The unique wave design, with diamond drum, washes gently 
without damaging fabric ensuring clothes look new for longer. The state-of-art 
LCD colour display makes controlling your sophisticated washing machine as 
easy as possible.
 
SRP: R11 499 (WF1124xAU)

gAlAxY gEAr

smart freedom!

design your life!
gAlAxY note 3

smArt tEChnologY for All
ADVERTORIAL
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samsung smart Camera
The compact Nx300 makes it easy for anyone to achieve pro-like 
and impressive pictures with minimal technical knowledge or time 
spent adjusting parameters. Using the camera’s Smart Mode, 
choose from 14 different settings, such as Creative Shot,  
Landscape, Light Trace or Action Freeze which will automatically  
adjust parameters such as aperture and shutter speed in order  
to obtain the best shot possible for the desired situation. The 
Nx300 also includes i-Depth, an easy and simple way to adjust the 
depth of an image using the Nx Series’ unique i-Function system 
which enables you to modify camera parameters using the lens 
itself, adjusting the image without ever having to move off target.
 
SRP: R8 999 Available in Black and Brown

talk and Zoom!
gAlAxY s4 Zoom

No more carrying a phone and a camera together. 
Samsung GALAxy S4 Zoom is the smartphone 
that has incredible optical performance. It func-
tions both as an intelligent phone and a powerful  
digital camera and you can even take high 
resolution photos while making voice calls. Its 
compact size yet versatile performance enables 
you to capture every stunning moment wherever 
and whenever.
 
SRP: R5 999 Available in Cobalt Black and Pearl 
White

sAmsung frEnCh door  
rEfrigErAtor

Samsung’s large capacity (614L net) French Door Refrigerator has all the space 
you need to stock up on your family favourites. Not only elegantly designed on the 
outside, thanks to Space Max Technology you get a bigger inside without having 
to increase the outer dimensions. Twin Cooling Plus technology keeps your food 
fresher for longer with precise temperature control for the fridge and freezer com-
partments individually.
 
SRP: R36 999 (RFG28MESL)

design your life!

Available through Samsung Experience Stores and Leading Retailers Nationwide www.samsung.com
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gienius it
A genuine genius experience 

With three stores located in the Eastrand 
Mall, Eastgate Mall and Bryanston, 
Gienius IT offers a range of IT related 

services. Their friendly staff can help with the 
upgrading, formatting and reloading of de-
vices; as well as the repair and sales of hard-
ware, software and gadgets. The company is 
also a reseller of Apple products, including  
iPhones, iPads, Macbooks and Apple TV. 

And while you are at it, why not print a custom 
protective casing with your or your family’s photos 
on there? Or catch the latest in Bluetooth technology with the WinLink 
Mobile Bracelet that pairs with your smartphone (R1 299, pictured).

repairs and something different

If you get unstuck with any new product, not to worry, since Gienius IT does 
provide training on all devices for both individuals and groups, while onsite 
support is also on offer. For those whose iPhone, iPad, Samsung, Nokia or 
BlackBerry had a run-in with the floor, the company can assist with repairs. 
You can also get your Mac or PC upgraded, or repaired down to compo-
nent level at the Bryanston branch. 

Worth a visit

Come and visit their stores and 
they will show you what being a 
‘Gienius’ is all about, being open 
Monday through to Sunday. 
Visit www.gienius.co.za for more info. 

local rpg might 
gather fans 
Fans of role playing games will be happy to learn about Might, a system 
developed locally by Basil Koufos. We asked two players for their opinion 
on it.

Might is by far the most accessible and well-thought-out RPG system 
I’ve played with. Players with different levels of experience can enjoy 
stimulating adventures with unique world and characters. The sim-

plicity of the manual enables fluent game play and creative decision mak-
ing without the hindrance of continuously looking up rules and regulations.
–  Joan Greeff

Might is a very simple, fast-paced 
and extremely flexible fantasy 
RPG that forgoes the normal 
class-based approaches. Instead 
it uses a points-based system that 
allows one to build the exact char-
acter one wants. It also doesn’t 
have many assumptions about 
the setting, rather letting the story 
teller and players craft the world 
and story to their liking. I highly 
recommend Might to anyone. 
– Hennie Marais

Might retails for R199. For more 
info visit www.might-rps.com or 
mail Basil on info@might-rps.
com. It is also available from 
Outer Limits for R199.

ADVERTORIAL
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Need your Tech fix faster? Join us now on: 
twitter: @techsmartmag
facebook: facebook.com/techsmartmag 
to receive our newsletter:
http://techsmart.co.za/register

ADVERTORIAL
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FRANCHISEES REQUIRED FOR:
Bloemfontein, Port Elizabeth,

George, Polokwane
    Brooklyn Mall (012) 346-2726

    Woodlands (012) 997-0450 

    Kolonnade (012) 548-5380 

    Sandton City (011) 783 8173 

    Centurion Mall (012) 643-0967

    Waterfall Mall (014) 537-2818
    Cradlestone (011) 662 1872 

@TheGadgetShopSA

scan the QR code to 
join our newsletter

Sphero 2.0

Cradlestone Mall NOW 
OPEN! (Cnr. N14 & Hendrik 
Potgieter, Krugersdorp)

 

The AR.Drone 2.0 Power Edition represents the latest 
development of Parrot's world renowned high tech quadricop-
ter. The attractive Power Edition includes 2x high density 1500 
mAh lithium polymer batteries to provide 36 minutes of flying 
time, plus 4x sets of different colour propellers and a circlip 
removal tool.

LED LENSER® SEO stands for a young, 
exciting headlamp range with bright 
colors, a cool design and excellent 
lighting power

Watch as ants dig 3-D tunnels in 
illuminated nutrient-rich gel. No 
feeding or watering needed!

No bigger than a credit 
card, and with a stainless 
steel surgical blade, 
non-slip armor rubber 
coated body, unique safety 
lock, and ultra-lightweight, 
this handy knife will easily 
slip into your wallet for 
carrying. 

 

Blast your music whenever and 
wherever you want: Block Rocker 
Bluetooth is a powerful and flexible 
all-in-one sound system for iOS 
devices, MP3 players, micro-
phones and instruments.

Naked touch experience, LifeProof 
confidence.LifeProof gives you the 
freedom to make your iPad your constant 
companion – so get your case on and 
Let's Go!

A.R Drone Power Edition

Parrot Flower Power
ION Block Rocker Bluetooth 

EGO Wi-Fi Action Camera 

LEGO Mindstorms 

Credit Card Knife 

Illuminated Ant Farm 

LED Lenser SEO Headlamp Series 

Parrot Flower Power is 
a sensor to be 
“planted” close to a 
plant, indoor or 
outdoor, in a pot or in 
open ground. It 
precisely measures, in 
real time, the parame-
ters that are crucial for 
the growth and good 
health of plants: soil 
moisture, fertilizer, 
ambient temperature 
and light intensity.

Lifeproof iPad Nuud Case 

LEGO® MINDSTORMS® EV3 has arrived! Combining the versatility 
of the LEGO building system with the most advanced technology 
we’ve ever developed unleash the creative powers of the new LEGO, 
MINDSTORMS EV3 set to create and command Robots that walk, 
talk, think and do anything you can imagine. Follow the step-by-step 
3D building instructions to create TRACK3R, R3PTAR, SPIK3R, 
EV3RSTORM and GRIPP3R and bring them to life with an easy, 
intuitive and icon-based programming interface. Grab the enclosed 
remote control and take on challenging ready-made missions or 
download the free app and command your Robot using your smart 
device. 

The Liquid Image EGO is a WIFI-en-
abled mountable HD Action Camera 
that is highly adaptable and can be 
mounted with a variety of accesso-
ries; it is much more than your 
average helmet cam. The Liquid 
Image app, for iOS and Android, 
enables the camera to stream live 
view, let you view your photos and 
videos, act as a remote    control to 
activate the camera and much 
more.

ON PROMOTION!! - FREE WATER-
PROOF HOUSING (Worth R499) WITH 
EVERY CAMERA BOUGHT!R2,299.00

R1,599.00

HUGE DISCOUNT!! 
NORMALLY R1,299.00 NOW 
ONLY R799.00!!

ON PROMOTION!! 
NORMALLY R3,999.00 
NOW ONLY R3,699.00!!

ON PROMOTION!! 
Normally 

R4,299.00 NOW 
ONLY R3,999.00

R799.00

R4,899.00

From R349.00

R349.00
R119.00

Introducing Sphero 2.0 - 
2x faster, 3x brighter, and 
smarter than ever. Sphero 
2.0 rolls at speeds of up 
to 7 feet per second and 
pairs to your device via 
Bluetooth with a range of 
up to 100 feet. 

www.thegadgetshop.co.za
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Based on the top-rated Cartoon Network 
show, Adventure Time is set in the 
magical and unlimited Land Of Ooo, 

where anything is possible. The appeal of 
the TV show is the unusual and sometimes 
nonsensical situations and sequences the 
characters find themselves in, and the comic 
also follows the bizarre and all-new adventures 
of Finn the Human, Jake the Dog, Marceline 
the Vampire and Princess Bubblegum. 

Each issue includes at least two comics: The 
lead story by North and one or more backup 
stories. The art-style seamlessly follows on to 
the look created for the show and the writing 
is of the same insane and zany level that had 
us lolling. Adventure Time has been a huge hit 
with young and old alike as it effortlessly mixes 
humour and some shockingly dark moments, 
creating a book that is deceptively complex, 
incredibly funny and startlingly human.

42

COMICS

Fantasy buffs, 
the superhero set, 

and kids/grownup 
kids all have something 
to snack on in our comic 
book guru Moray Rhoda’s 

Top 3 Comics of 2013 
selection.

                             of 20133comics

Mark Millar & Frank Quitely  
Image Comics

Jupiter’s Legacy is the first collaboration 
between Millar and Quitely since their 
work on The Authority, and forms part of 

the creator-owned Millarworld. Although the 
comic explores some familiar Millar ‘superhero 
deconstruction’ territory in taking an adult 
view of superheroes and their humanity under 
the masks, it has been praised for the strong 
narrative, subtle writing and biting social satire 
hidden in action. 

It is the story of superheroes and their 
connection to the American ideal and 
the friction between old-school aging 
superheroes and their children. Where 
the aging heroes used their powers to 
improve the world, the new heroes are less 
interested in pursuing this selfless legacy 
and more in living their own, sometimes 
hedonistic lives. On the art side Frank 
Quitely delivers some of the most incredible 
and detailed art of his career, undoubtedly 
helped by the bi-monthly schedule.

To call the The Sixth Gun a supernatural 
western adventure with zombies would be 
correct, but it would also be oversimplifying 

a book that reads like a summer blockbuster movie. 
Set after the American Civil War in the old West, it 
centres around a set of six pistols, each imbued 
with dark powers.  
 
Each gun has a specific, unnatural ability and 
give their wielders unique powers, such as 
raising the dead or immortality. For better 
or worse, each gunman is tied to the 
weapon until they die, and their 
incredible power is sought by 
the forces of evil – in this case 
the wonderfully vile General 
Hume, the Knights of Solomon, 
the Sword of Abraham, and others. 
The Sixth Gun is a fun and inventive 
book that builds a deeper mythos 
around the old West with some clever 
writing and great artwork.

Ryan North, Shelli Paroline and 
Braden Lamb   

BOOM! Studios

ToP

Cullen Bunn, Brian Hurtt  
Oni Press
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low expectations

Firstly, games that nobody really expected 
to be very good, but which somehow I feel 
are worth a mention, if only to warn you off  
buying them in the bargain bin. The Walking  
Dead: Survival Instinct is probably one of the  
worst games I have ever played. Ever. I don’t 

even want to talk about it more than this, it 
pains me too much. 

It’s followed by the ultra  
disappointing Aliens: 
Colonial Marines. The 

only positive thing I 
can mention about this 

game is that I was given 
a pretty cool t-shirt at the 
launch. SimCity sadly is 
a game I was really look-
ing forward to playing, 
but in which my interest 
flagged after a couple of 
hours. A game that just 
doesn’t live up to its pre-
decessors no matter how 
much shinier it may look.
 
underwhelmed 

Secondly, there are the games 
that I was really, really hoping  
would be amazing. Imagine  
then the disappointment when  
I was significantly under-
whelmed when playing.

The first of these is The Bureau: 
XCOM Declassified. This is not a 
bad game, but the demo I played 

2013:
THE WOrST OF

by pippa tshabalala 
picture courtesy of

Adriaan louw from we-are-awesome.com

focused on specific battle situations that were 
really engaging and exciting. The final prod-
uct ended up being not quite as interesting 
as the demo suggested, and when up against 
some of the other recent XCOM games, really 
just lost a lot of the glamour.

       i don’t EvEn WAnt to tAlK     
      About it morE thAn this, it  
      pAins mE too muCh. 

Remember Me is another game where the pre-re-
lease demo showcased the best parts of the 
game. It the impression that there are regular 
moments where you can remix memories, when 
in fact this occurs only a handful of times through-
out the game. While this is an awesome game-
play concept, the game as a whole is ultimately 
let down by the fact that the rest of the gameplay 
becomes uninteresting and uninspired.

I loved Heavy Rain and after seeing Beyond: Two 
Souls at E3, I was preparing myself for another 
epic narrative experience from Quantic Dream. 
Sadly what I got instead was a slow, at times bor-
ing, and at other times pointless experience that is 
decidedly ‘meh’.

I was already apprehensive about Batman: 
Arkham Origins when it was announced that 
Rocksteady, creators of Arkham Asylum and 
Arkham City, were no longer the developers. Un-
fortunately the result is as expected. Not a bad 
game, but forgettable.

Forgettable – sadly the word that I think describes 
most of these titles. 

2013 hAs bEEn  
onE of thE 
biggEst
YEArs WE’vE sEEn in thE  
gAming industrY  
in A WhilE. but WhAt of thE 
gAmEs thAt lEft us  

disAppointEd  
in thE WAKE of thEir rElEAsE?

There are a number of games that had us ex-
cited in the lead-up to their launch, but which 
sadly failed to deliver. I’m going to divide this 

into two categories, just for clarity’s sake.

43
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Granted, you do still follow a linear and at times heavily scripted path in 
the game, although this does occur at a brisk pace. On one hand, this 
lends the game an urgency often found in blockbuster action movies, on 
the other we wished more than once that we could stop and take our time 
drinking in the ruined environs and the ramifications of a broken America.

Nonetheless, Ghosts is still a highly engaging, and well paced game, 
that quickly hooked our attention. Graphics on the Xbox 360 version are 
good, if not outstanding, and although production values are a little by 
the numbers for the franchise, they are still high. Add in an extensive 
multiplayer component (which brings bug-like aliens to the mix), and 
Ghosts delivers much that we, and millions of fans, have come to expect 
from the franchise. 

fans will be pleased  

If there was any criticism of the title, it would 
be that Ghosts doesn’t depart too much 
from the Modern Warfare formula, unlike 
Black Ops, with Activision seeming to opt 
for a ‘if it ain’t broke don’t fix it’ approach. 
Nonetheless, Ghosts is still a spectacle-
filled shooter that will no doubt satiate FPS 
fans, and it does so with enough compelling 
firefights and jaw-dropping sequences 
through a variety of terrains to keep you 
coming back for more. R700. [RN] 

The Call of Duty franchise has never shied away from offering huge 
dollops of blockbuster-type action on a Michael Bay scale, and in this 
regard, Ghosts certainly delivers as anticipated. Setting the stage for 

the game’s somewhat convoluted story, players both witness from above the 
Earth, and experience on ground level, a devastating attack on the US, as 
South America has united as one force  called The Federation, with America 
in its crosshairs.

                   WE WishEd morE thAn onCE thAt WE Could  
     stop And tAKE our timE drinKing in thE  
     ruinEd Environs.

Fast forward ten years and you find yourself, along with your brother, and 
the much mentioned dog, Riley, a handsome German shepherd, fighting a 
protracted and defensive war alongside the titular Ghosts using guerilla tactics. 

life of riley

While many of the combat mechanics are familiar to previous entries, 
Riley isn’t, serving as both an able companion in scouting areas and 
stealthily attacking enemies, as well as helping forge an emotional 
connection. Unfortunately, these sections are few and far apart, and only 
available at scripted points during the game. Nonetheless, it still makes 
Ghosts feel seems less bogged down by geo-political complexity (at 
least for the most part) than its predecessors, and more relatable thanks 
to the fact that you are fighting alongside your family. 

Call of duty: ghosts certainly knows how to make a dramatic entrance, but this time, it also begs the question: 
is this the best Call of duty to date?



the assault, engineer, support, or recon classes. Each class has been 
given new toys for BF4, including motion sensor balls, wire-guided 
missiles and remote mortars to name but a few. Vehicles old and new, 
all resplendent in gorgeous graphical make-overs are also available, 
with advanced military aircraft, helicopters, tanks and even naval 
vessels vying for control of the battlefield.  
 
One of the biggest changes to vehicle combat in BF4 is a new 
ammo system for certain types of vehicles (such as tanks and attack 
helicopters).This prevents players from spamming shells and unguided 
rockets mindlessly, and places more of an emphasis on strategic 
engagements. 
 
Weapon customisation has also been greatly expanded, with 
hundreds of new sights, stocks, attachments, ammo types and colour 

schemes available in addition to a host of 
new guns in all shapes and sizes. Expect 
a few online connection hiccups, but these 
are quickly being addressed in patches. 
 
the best looking

Battlefield 4 performs like a beast, and is 
arguably the best-looking shooter available 
right now. While the single-player campaign 
is quite short, you will get money’s worth in 
an excellent online multiplayer campaign. 
R450 on PC. [JK]

EA and DICE once again aim to immerse shooter fans in a veritable 
feast of both vehicular and gun-slinging combat, with DICE’s new 
Frostbite 3 engine doing duty, promising (and delivering) in-game 

destruction on a scale never seen before. There’s no denying that BF4 
sports an action-packed single player campaign filled with gorgeous 
scenery, dazzling explosions and mind-bending displays of in-game 
physics. The 4-5 hour campaign sticks with the cinematic formula 
inherent in modern FPS titles, and delivers many exciting moments 
ranging from firefights on the deck of an aircraft carrier to breaking out 
of a Mongolian gulag with nothing but a prison shank. 
 

               our JAWs droppEd As WE WAtChEd   
 sKYsCrApErs tumblE And dAm WAlls burst  
 to flood EntirE mAps. 
 
While the single player provides plenty of fun, we all know that 
Battlefield’s true beauty lies in its online multiplayer component. A 
plethora of massive new maps, a new faction (the Chinese), and a host 
of new vehicles and weapons serves to ensure gamers have more than 
enough to keep them fighting for many months to come. One of the 
biggest new additions to the multiplayer is Frostbite 3’s new ‘levolution’ 
mechanic, and it works. Our jaws dropped as we watched skyscrapers 
tumble, destroyers smash into tropical islands, and dam walls burst to 
flood entire maps. 

lock and load 

Like its predecessor BF4 allows players to jump into the boots of either 
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Death, taxes anD a holiDay release for CoD anD BattlefielD. is 

the new BattlefielD on target or spraying anD praying? 
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Tomb Raider

Rebirth of a legend

Poor Lara Croft. In times past, a fixation with the intrepid explorer’s assets 
seemed to blot out just what a compelling character she is. Thankfully 
though, Crystal Dynamics’ reboot of the series, which tells an origin story 
of how a younger Lara became who we know her to be, was one of this 
year’s true gems. Along with giving us a superbly well realised female 
protagonist who seemed to leap from the screen with both depth and 
grit, Tomb Raider was also a damn fine action adventure in its own right, 
offering a number of ‘did that just happen!’ moments.

Grand Theft Auto V

F-bombs and bullets

Grand Theft Auto V is not in fact a documentary of life in Joburg in game 
form as you may have first thought, but rather, an immersive adventure 
into an open world that is just as, if not more, mad, bad, lewd and crude 
– and these are its good points. The game is unapologetically violent, 
with its cutting satire of society been sprayed as liberally as F-bombs and 
bullets. While tracking the lives of three very different criminals, players 
can also indulge in just as much (virtual) recreation as criminal activity. 
Not a tutorial for living here, but a game well worth your time.

DmC: Devil May Cry

Sliced, diced and sworn at

Kicking off the year was this gem from Ninja Theory, a stylish reboot of 
the Devil May Cry franchise that had us gleefully lopping off the limbs 
of an assortment of demons. Dante also brought the right amount of 
attitude, swagger and a potty mouth that would make Dexter’s Debra 
Morgan blush. It also helped that the game boasted an interesting story 
and was a blast to play, offering fluid combat, an array of interesting 
weapons, levels dripping with atmosphere, and engaging boss fights. 
Like many of Ninja Theory’s underrated titles, it most certainly was a 
standout for us.
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Top 3 of 2013: 
Readers’ choice
You had your say at our online poll 
– here is your selection for 2013.
1. GTA V

2. FIFA 14

3. The Last of Us
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games of2013
This year has been a terrific one for games, with 
a number of fantastic titles demanding players’ 
leisure time. It was a difficult process, but here, 
at last, our Top 5 for the year.

GAMES
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BioShock Infinite

Pie in the sky

Another title with its sights literally sky-high, BioShock Infinite freed 
players’ from the leaky underwater confines of its predecessors and 
instead sent them to the floating city of Columbia. To say its citizens have 
their heads in the clouds wouldn’t be an exaggeration. Unfortunately, 
it quickly becomes apparent that Columbia’s rulers have their head 
stuck somewhere entirely darker. It’s when the alternate 1950s façade of 
Stepford wives perfection dropped though, that BioShock Infinite really 
started showing how a good (and stylish) a game it actually is. And what 
an absolute blast it was and still is to play.

The Last of Us

The first of them

The Last of Us was everything we wanted in an action-survival horror 
title, offering loads of suspense, compelling gameplay, a rich story and 
magnificently drawn and well-acted characters. The game follows the 
plight of survivors, Joel and Ellie, after the human population has been 
ravaged and mutated by the cordycepts fungus. Stellar voice acting, a 
gripping, dramatic story, and more than a few moments that had us on 
the edge of our seats are some of the reasons why The Last of Us is 
a game we will not soon (if ever) forget. Well done, Naughty Dog, well 
done. [RN]

REVIEW
GAMe
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I have a terrible confession to make, and an especially terrible confession to make in TechSmart – I 
am not a gamer. I haven’t always been the total disgrace to geekdom that I am today, once being 
so into games that I found the line between the real world and the virtual one beginning to blur. I be-

came addicted to a game called Carmageddon at roughly the same time as I got my driver’s license. 

license to kill

For those who’ve never heard of Carmaggedon, it’s essentially a racing game, the twist being that you 
are not only able to run over the many pedestrians walking around, but encouraged. Interestingly, the 
game was initially populated with human beings but censors forced the developers to change them 
to zombies, because for some reason mowing down hoards of innocent passer-bys indiscriminately 
was seen as a controversial idea back in 1999. 

  gAming doEs A lot of things for You, but mAKing You sEEm 
  AttrACtivE in thE EYEs of thE fAirEr sEx is not onE of thEm. 

I played so much Carmageddon that when I eventually did find my way out into the sunlight and 
into my first ever car, I had to constantly restrain myself from swerving off the road so that I could 
take out a granny or two and pick up a few points. Thank goodness I wasn’t into Grand Theft 
Auto or I may have found myself struggling to resist the urge to kill prostitutes or torture people 
until they confess. 

to get lucky

Apart from having less homicidal urges, what I really don’t miss about my days of gaming is 
the sheer amount of time it consumed. The biggest advantage of my non-gaming 
ways is as follows: While you are spending all night playing Final Fantasy XIV, I am 

hitting on your woman. 

I must apologise to TechSmart gaming columnist Pippa Tshabalala for the 
sexist implication here that all gamers are men. And thanks to Wikipe-

dia I am shocked to report that, in fact, females made up 47% of 
the global gaming population in 2012. I therefore direct this at 

the pasty-faced male gamers out there who prefer a night in 
with their console or PC to a night out on the prowl. 

Gaming does a lot of things for you, but making you seem 
attractive in the eyes of the fairer sex is not one of them. 

For many women, just explaining that you’re not interested 
in games will make you seem vastly more attractive than you 

did seconds before. In some cases you may as well tell her that 
you own a yacht. So by all means, enjoy your new game. I’m 

going out to try and hone my new strategy. Something along the 
lines of: “Your boyfriend’s at home playing games? Sorry to hear. 

But don’t worry, I’ll keep you company…” 

not bEing into  

gAmEs 
mAY mAKE most 
sElf-rEspECting  

gEEKs thinK 
lEss of You, but 
it doEs hAvE its pErKs, 
WritEs dEEp friEd mAn. 
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